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ABSTRACT
Storage vendors have been hawking object storage for year now as everything from a clever way to make cheap disk drives perform as a robust archive solution to a global panacea for the hundred year repository. This presentation will elucidate what object stores can and can't do, and what you can expect from mature object stores. For instance, will object stores ever be ready for production chores? Or will they always be relegated to the archive tier? Is it possible to integrate cloud data storage with on-site object store? These object storage core competencies will be dissected.  
1. Dynamic Data Management Policies  
2. Optimized Erasure Coding  
3. Data Replication vs. Erasure Coding  
4. Streaming Architecture  
5. Geographically aware Storage Pools  
6. Storage Tiering  
7. Data Protection  
8. Data Security  
9. API Integration  
10. Deployment Flexibility
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